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It`s time for magic!
Dive into the world of magic, discover the 
secrets of magic and create your own little 
MAGIC SHOW. To make the illusion a per-
fect success, TikTok magician MARV lays 
his cards on the table and explains what is 
important in the total of 18 magic tricks. 
But what would a young magician be wit-
hout a magic wand that he can make float 
or glow in the dark?

With our new Trend Edition, I would like 
to invite little and big magicians to take a 
look behind the scenes of a real magician. 
I‘m looking forward to the many magical 
moments and to the fact that together we 
can put a smile on children‘s faces. Clear 
the stage!

@marv.der.zauberer

Your

Raise the curtain for 

magical moments

Sandra Benkler
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Can you separate the two hooks? 

Your audience will be amazed at how you 
the two intertwined metal metal pins within 
a few seconds. from each other within a 
few seconds. Because with a very specific 
sequence of movements the puzzle is solved 
in the blink of an eye.

Cut the pencil and put it back together!

With this trick you can incredibly cut a pencil 
into three parts with the help of a box and 
then put it put it back together again!

Can you free the ring? 

With this trick you can separate a ring and a 
spiral and then reconnect them. Your audience 
will be amazed, because it happens magically!

Calculate faster than any computer!

Amaze all your friends by calculating four multi-
digit numbers in just a few seconds. numbers in a 
matter of seconds. Because with trick you can do 
it faster than any computer.

Conjure the cube out of the box and back again!

With this incredible trick you can magically make 
the cube disappear from the box and then conjure 
it back again! With a very specific sequence of 
movements, it works over and over again.

Transform the cubes in the box! 

With a little skill and magic you can turn a 
black cube into a white cube. Or you can 
enchant it into eight small colorful cubes. With 
this This magic trick set makes it very easy.

Twisted Hooks Maths Master

Magic Spiral

Zig Zag Pencil

VIDEO TUTORIAL  
for each magic trick
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MAGIC TRICKS

Dice Converter

Re appearing Dice



TICKETS 
with each magic trick

Conjure the ball out of the cup and back again!

With this incredible trick you can make a ball 
magically disappear and then reappear with the 
help of the cup!

Two tricks that will amaze you!

Present your audience with two tricky riddles 
puzzles that are almost impossible to solve, and 
amaze them them with your sensational solution! 
With this set you can balance a hook and solve a 
solve a game of skill with balls!

Five nails pierce the coin in the magic box! 

With this magic box you can pierce nails through 
a coin - in an incredible way it still remains intact. 
Your audience won‘t be able to believe their 
eyes!

Balls disappear and reappear under other cups!

With this magic trick you can magically make 
individual balls disappear under one cup and 
then conjure them up again under another cup - 
simply amazing!

Recognize the animal on the cube through the 
locked box!

Amaze all your friends as only you magically 
and effortlessly figure out which animal your 
spectator has previously chosen on the cube.

Magically read the minds of your
spectators!

With these sensational magic cards effortlessly 
find out which animal your spectator animal your 
spectator chose from a selection of nine animals.

Tricky Trophy Magic Cups

Physical Wonders 

Tell Fortune Cards

Blind Box
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Bored Coin

MAGIC TRICKS



Magic Safe

Make the metal rod merge with the cylinder!

With this magic trick you can impress your audience 
by fusing a metal rod with a cylinder in an incredible 
way. Afterwards, only you can split it in two again!

Transform the cards in the box!

With this magic box you can do several tricks at 
once! Turn one card into a completely different 
one, make a broken card whole again or make a 
card disappear and reappear in an inexplicable 
way.

Five exciting card trick sets!

Amaze all your friends by mastering many 
different card tricks. You can transform cards, 
make them disappear or reappear and much 
more.

Make the coin disappear!

With this magic trick you can make a coin 
disappear magically disappear and then reappear 
and then make it reappear. Or you can transform 
the coin into another coin - your audience will be 
amazed! your audience will be amazed!

Can you open the box?

Only you can open this incredible box containing 
a banknote with a secret magic trick. Your 
audience won‘t believe it and will despair!

Be the guardian of time and see the time 
ahead! 

With this incredible trick you‘ll amaze all your 
friends by knowing every time your audience 
sets on the time clock, even though you can‘t 
see it.

Bored Tube

Magic Cards  Case

Card Tricks

ILLUSTRATED
INSTRUCTIONS 
for each magic trick
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Mystery Coin Box

Time Master

MAGIC TRICKS



MAGIC WANDS

Item no. 958778

MAGIC SHOW magic wands GitD for 6 tricks

Become a magician and learn with this magic wand and 
illustrated instructions in no time six absolutely fascinating 
tricks with which you will impress your audience. For example, 
you can make this magic wand disappear, move it only with 
your thoughts or make it magically float, and much more. And 
for that special magic moment, this wand even glows in the 
dark.

Item size: approx. 30.5 cm, Ø 1.5 cm

VE: 20 pcs. 

Item no. 958846

MAGIC SHOW magic wand glitter 2-color, 3 assorted

Magical! This fascinating magic wand is filled with colorful glitter 
stars and mini beads and will instantly enchant both you and 
your audience! The colorful glittering elements float in a spiral 
through the wand when moved and thus have a particularly 

magical effect.

Item size: approx. 22.0 cm, Ø 1.5 cm

VE: 12 pcs.



CHEP DISPLAY

Size ceiling hanger: approx. 44 x 64 cm

960306 MAGIC SHOW Package 1

Goods: Advertising material:
144 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic tricks 

(8 pcs each of the tricks 1-18)
1 pcs. MAGIC SHOW chep display
1 pcs. MAGIC SHOW ceiling hanger

20 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic wands glow in the dark 1 pcs. MAGIC SHOW promotional bumper pigeon
12 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic wands glitter 

2-coloured, 3 assorted
10 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic trick 19

A highlight for our 

specialized trade
MAGIC SHOW Package 1 helps transform 
showrooms and display windows into 
magical backdrops and sensationally 
showcases the products - placed on 
attractive retail shelves. Magical sales 
growth is also promised by the 2+1 special 
promotion, for which the package contains 
everything necessary.

Dimensions Chep display (L x W x H):

approx. 60 x 32 x 187.5 cm
MAGIC SHOW

promotional bumper



MAGIC SHOW
promotional bumper

960290  MAGIC SHOW Package 2

Goods: Advertising material:
36 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic tricks in staircase display 1 pcs. MAGIC SHOW back panel
20 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic wand glow in the dark 1 pcs. MAGIC SHOW ceiling hanger
12 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic wands glitter 2-coloured, 

3 assorted
1 pcs. MAGIC SHOW promotional bumper pigeon
30 pcs. MAGIC SHOW magic trick 19

STAIRCASE DISPLAY

A highlight for our specialized trade
MAGIC SHOW Package 2 helps transform salesrooms and display windows into magical backdrops and 
sensationally showcases products - whether freestanding in the store or placed on the shelf. Magical 
sales growth is also promised by the 2+1 special promotion, for which the package contains everything 
necessary.

Size back panel (L x W): approx. 110 x 63 cm

Item no. 957900

MAGIC SHOW magic tricks in staircase display, 18 assorted

Dive into the world of magic and collect all the magic tricks! This display 
offers a fantastic selection of 18 different magic tricks that will delight both 
young and old magicians!

Suitable for junior magicians from 6 or 8 years old.

VE: 36 pcs.

Dimensions staircase display (L x W x H): approx. 41 x 44 x 51 cm

Size ceiling hanger: approx. 44 x 64 cm



For more information, visit:
www.trendhaus-germany.com

You still have questions?
Phone:  +49 (0)9181 320 24 0
E-Mail: th-anfrage@trendhaus-germany.de


